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Introduction
 Main Injector particle production
(MIPP) experiment is a Fermilab
experiment.
 It took physics runs from December
2004 to February 2006.
 Primary beam of protons at 120GeV/c
from main injector.
 Secondary beams of π’s, K’s and p’s
from 5-90GeV/c were produced after
colliding 120GeV/c protons on copper
target.
 ~18 million events collected from LH2,
Be, C, Bi, U and NuMI targets

LH2 Target
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MIPP Spectrometer
• Goal: To Measure
Production Cross-section
with particle id using
various beam and targets

Designed for excellent particle id
separation (2-3σ)

Full Acceptance spectrometer
Two Analysis magnet deflect in opposite
direction
TPC + 4 Drift Chambers + 2 PWCS for tracking

TPC : < 1 GeV/c
TOF : 1-3 GeV/c
DCKov: 3-17GeV/c
RICH:17-90GeV/c

Standard Cross-section analysis on liquid
Hydrogen or solid Nuclear targets like Carbon are
possible.
●

Inelastic cross section measurements (PRELIMINARY)
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Comparison of MIPP data with MC and previous
measurements
PRELIMINARY

PRELIMINARY

• p+p at 58 and 85 GeV: data consistent, within error bars, with the PDG and DPMJET

• p+C at 58 GeV: data consistent, within error bars, with measurement of S. P. Denisov
et al. (IHEP, Serpukhov) and ~20% higher than the measurement of A. S. Carroll et al.
(FNAL). FLUKA is ~11% lower than the data
• p+C at 120 GeV: FLUKA is ~9% lower than the data
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For LH2 target, charged multiplicities should be even. Boths even and
odd multiplicities in data because of acceptances and reconstruction
inefficiencies



KNO Scaling function is used to get the data true probabilities.



KNO Scaling relation:
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where Pn(s) is the probability of producing ‘n’ charged particles at a
particular energy ‘s’, <n(s)> is the average multiplicity and Ψ(n/<n(s)>)
is the KNO function
Ψ(Z)= (3.97Z+33.7Z3-6.64Z5+0.332Z7)e-3.04Z
P. Slattery, Phys. Rev. Lett. 29, (1972), 1624


The <n> from our data is used. Probabilities are multiplied by the
average inelastic cross section to get the cross sections as a function of
multiplicity



Similarly cross sections are calculated for Carbon target where
multiplicities are both odd and even



For LH2 target, discrepancies found between the data and PDG at the
lower end and tails. For Carbon target, the data is consistent, within
error bars, with measurement of S. P. Denisov et al.. The DPMJET and
FLUKA shapes not consistent with the data

PRELIMINARY

●

Special cross-sections such as K0s production
can also be studied with the existing MIPP data.
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MC Cross-section (mb)

Data Cross-section (mb)

LH2 / 85

5.5 ± 0.08 (stat)

6.2 ± 0.11(stat)

Carbon / 120

63.9 ± 1.15 (stat)

59.2 ± 2.41(stat)

Conclusion from what has just been presented
from the MIPP ongoing analysis are:
MIPP cross-section experiment and data are
wonderful and we have improved results.
●

Our data is limited and can use an improved
run with higher data acquisition rate.
Special runs for Cosmic Rays such as with
Liquid Nitrogen targets and high statistics are
soon possible.
A small effort from people interested in this
would help get it funded and approved for data
taking.

Hadronic shower development
known problems

Future MIPP Liquid Nitrogen plan
Put together an extended team of scintiests
interested in the Nitrogen cross-section running.
● Request for a extension of the MIPP (E907)
experiment for Cosmic-Ray needs (not a new
experiment).
● Improve the readout of a few detectors:
1) TPC, Drift Chambers, TOF and Ckov (all of
this is designed and ready)
2) Keep Trigger, Beam ID, and other elements
but fine tune for special needs.
●

Costs are low for a small improved MIPP
Nitrogen Cross-section experiment.
● The MIPP experiment is fully debuged and
understood to produce cross-section physics
● The time is perfect for the MIPP Nitrogen Crosssection running at Fermilab.
● This will improve Physics results from Cosmic
Ray experiments that could use improved MC
simulations.
●

